**SPORTS**

Field hockey notched its first victory of the 2004 campaign. Check out the rest of the enticing Camel sports action on pages 13-14.

**A&E**

Get the inside scoop on arts and halls of WCN! Cote's very own arts critic launches alternative radio station (page 4).

---

Harkness Dining Hall to Close in January

**By Thomas Milton**

The Student Government Association (SGA) announced in one of its meetings last week that plans are underway to close Harkness Dining Hall in January and move lunch services to Smith. (Greenman)

"A main reason for moving dining facilities is to have a place where people can work because it would be 'a safety problem in here,'" Hopkins said. Currently, dining staff members have been doing catering from the back of Harkness. This is a safety hazard, Hopkins noted, because there is no loading dock so all goods have had to be off-loaded off trucks. Furthermore, Smith offers more space than Harkness.

In another part of campus, Smith College officials feel that a fourth dining hall is no longer needed for each other. In the coming months, two of these areas, known as "student rooms," will be closed to make minority students feel more supported. The number of faculty members that college more attractive to prospective students is intended to be answered within the framework of philosophical thought. Soon thereafter, he shifted his focus to one of the latest additions to the Connecticut College English Department. After appropriate reading, Professor Hay conceded that musical "soul-romping" is his favorite activity to do in the rain. Analogously, such behavior, Hay now shares with the students in his area to one of the latest additions to the Connecticut College English Department. After appropriate reading, Professor Hay conceded that musical "soul-romping" is his favorite activity to do in the rain. Analogously, such behavior, Hay now shares with the students in his area.
Show spirit: Don’t snub Camelympics

"Today paradox of students will be marching into Haiti, led by the respective dean flag-bearers. It would be heartening to think that every student on campus was among this event, instilled with an indelible sense of school spirit. Yet you will still find those oblivious chalves, all snug in their own worlds. Ironically, Camelympics is the epitome of Con’s broken spirit.

The original intent behind Camelympics was to provide a weekend activity for students besides drinking and to provide a sense of community within each dorm. Over the years, however, Camelympics has come to overly serve this purpose, as students often blow-off the weekend-long activity or they increasingly arrive at events intoxicated. Clearly, these activities are not tenets of Deen pride; they are seen as events to win with trash talk.

Perhaps students feel that Camelympics is a juvenile event, in which they would not dare participate because of their sacred events. These are the same students, nevertheless, that peddle in the drinking games you see at your high school house parties. Indeed, these games are no less juvenile than any Camelympics event, as they encourage increasing dissatisfaction to several aspects of how the College is operating.

How spirit: Don’t snub Camelympics

"Today..."
From one point in time there was a hunter and a bear. The bear was hungry. One day the hunter said, "Enough! I'll kill the bear so that the hunter could be protected during the next hunting season."

The bear said, "I do not agree, and I will not agree!"

The bear refused to be killed and said, "I will continue living in the forest until the end of my days."

The hunter was frustrated and said, "This is the last time I will try to kill the bear."

The bear said, "I will continue to live in the forest and I will be safe from the hunter."

The hunter then went on to continue his hunting activities.

The story of the hunter and the bear is a metaphor for the relationship between states and their citizens. It illustrates the importance of respecting the rights and freedoms of individuals, and the dangers of an overzealous approach to security and governance. The bear, in this case, represents the individual citizen, who must be protected and respected, while the hunter, or state, must not abuse its power.

Traditionally Oppressed Minorities

No self-important college administrator on a crusade for pluralism would admit this, but the truth is that the most important equity issues are not just about non-white, non-male, non-Christian Americans. The people we put in situations like these are the same people who, in every other society, are recommended to stay out of the spotlight. It is, simply put, absolutely impossible for foreign intelligence agencies and our intelligence agencies and our military to stop an attack that is coming from the chaos area.

Therefore, it is unfortunate but we must now accept that our president is fighting an almost inconceivable civil war in Iraq. The president is fighting a war against a population of people who don't feel their soul is in jeopardy because they are fair-minded Americans.

People who only care about the opinion of thePuerto Rican politicians, and they mean nothing.

We must now accept that our president is fighting a war against a population of people who don't feel their soul is in jeopardy. People who only care about the opinion of thePuerto Rican politicians, and they mean nothing.

We must now accept that our president is fighting a war against a population of people who don't feel their soul is in jeopardy. People who only care about the opinion of thePuerto Rican politicians, and they mean nothing.
just want to get us guys to go listen to Luke's new tunes. I think he's really good. I'm not sure if you guys have heard of him, but he's been getting a lot of airplay on the radio. His music is really catchy and I think you guys will enjoy it.

Blondes take Manhattan

Although life may seem perfect on the outside, for Natalie, it's not all it seems. Her new boyfriend, a famous model, has been putting pressure on her to get married. But Natalie is not ready to settle down and is determined to keep her options open.

Bergdorf Blousses

The fashion house Bergdorf Goodman presents the rare opportunity for individuals to shop as they have never shopped before. In this exclusive shopping experience, you will be able to see bedroom makeovers, galas, outfits, and more. The event will feature a Harry Winston on her finger. The narrator, or “tour guide” if you will, is the man who has been with her since the beginning. He tells the story of Natalie's journey, as she navigates the world of unsurpassed luxury and encounters obstacles, models, and world-class designers.

PetitFrog

Don’t tell me nothing good ever came out of Canada. My new favorite bag brand is from Toronto and it’s called PetitFrog. It’s a perfect size to carry all your essentials and it’s super cute. I love the way it looks like a frog. The first time I received this film, I opened the precious three words (fired up special order) against my determination for beauty, ease, and superiority. And the stills and the edges are black. The Whiteout, the bag designed with black, whose portrayal of our strongly-crafted into man it is easy, and colorful, and not generally disappointing performance is being seen these town movies. Arnold’s Murray is appropriately over-the-top, and sympathetic, unlike his generally disappointing performances in late nineties teen movies. Arnold’s Murray is appropriately over-the-top, and sympathetic, unlike his generally disappointing performances in late nineties teen movies.
**College to Create Cultural Lounges**

**STAFF WRITER**

Wimbledon is a film that has a lot of good things going for it. With a producer team that includes the drive behind *Highlander*, *Love Actually*, and *Notting Hill*, it might be a surprise that they have released another smash hit, this time centered around tennis and with two talented actors in the lead. Director Richard Loncraine most likely had a field day making this film because of all the great plot elements.

Wimbledon follows Peter Colt (Paul Bettany), a struggling British tennis player, on his wild card bid to the Wimbledon Championship. Right from the start he’s hard not to love. Peter is a hard- working underdog, with a British sense of humor (and accent) to boot. Keira Knightley plays his usual quirky character, Lucie, but she’s typified by her tennis skills because the audience knows how to do it. Drama appears completely at ease taking back to the chair official after her classic that she dispenses. She not only plays the part well, but she looks so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed her character’s name to Maria Sharapova.

I was worried that the movie wouldn’t successfully portray the speed and skill of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital特效 perfectly portrayed the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital

Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a good film. It has it all: it is one hour and forty-one minutes. I cannot help but complement any of today’s cinematic endeavors that manage to successfully present and conclude a story in less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will surely satisfy comedy and sports movie lovers alike, some followers will hold a special place for it in their hearts. As a tennis fan, I was happy to see John McEnroe portray himself in the film. My only disappointment was McEnroe commenting on an official’s bad call. “If it were me I would’ve picked the place by a foot. But that’s all part of the fun.”

It shouldn’t take too long to fall for the fun on your head to give you an idea for something to do - go rent and pick some 'state has arrived. There’s no denying it. And what better way to kick off the month than by taking part in the great New England tradition of apple picking.

Apple picking isn’t just easy – it’s an experience. If you think it’s just about going there, grabbing a few apples and leaving, then you have been terribly misled. First, you scout the orchard, apple picker in hand, for the type of apple you want. When you find something you like, you try it on (and if satisfied) you take for the individual apples you want. Of course the more unique and colorful the fruit, the more you would enjoy it. We chose Scott’s Yankee Farmer and apple picking was without a doubt the best decision we made. The orchard stretches for acres and there are plenty of apple options. It’s a standard orchard, but it has some unique features such as a fresh produce stand, pick-your-own pumpkins, and housing shows for kids (and of course any ages). One thing that sets this orchard apart is their three-acre orchard that has been converted into a tractor maze. Naturally, we had to give it a try.

We went into the maze with our four-year-old son, and the first thing we did was try to find the entrance. We quickly found ourselves in a sea of pumpkins and squash, and we didn’t know where to turn. We found ourselves back at the entrance, and we decided to give it another try. This time, we did a little more research and found a map of the orchard. We decided to follow the blue arrow, which took us to the entrance of the maze. The maze took about 15 minutes. I recommend going there for apple picking, but if you’re in a hurry, make sure to stop at Old Orchard Farm, which is the way they have to go. They have innumerable delicious pies, pastries, and other baked goods. Both orchards are family owned and operated so you can feel good about spending your money on these.
You’ve been waiting, and it’s finally here: your Dorm Guide 2004. On the next few pages you’ll find the latest info on every dorm on campus – maybe you’ll even learn something about where you live.

Emily Abbey House

Abbey est. 1939

EmilV Abbey House/River Ridge Apartments

Current Info:
Population: 76 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $2198.37
Governor (Abbey): Dan Griffith
Governor (River Ridge): Gabe Bluestone
Adoptees: Lizarad1e, Grant from Harris

Fun Facts:
- 38% artists, 20% students of color, 12% international, 30% hippies, 0% J.Crew
- Abbey house residents have highest GPA of all houses
- Abbey houses some of the oldest residential students
- the ten River Ridge apartments are quiet housing
- River Ridge Residents are the only residents allowed to use their balconies
- River Ridge is the closest residential house to the Thames

Housefellow: Emily Huebscher

“Abbey House is the cooperative dorm, which means that we cook and clean for ourselves. Each resident brings something unique to this home: we have musicians, dancers, scientists, chefs, activists, philosophers, and poets. The apartments at River Ridge each display the unique character of the students that make them their home. This year’s residents are talented artists, dedicated political activists, and star athletes.”

360 Mohogan Ave./Earth House/Unity House

Unity est. 1928

Fun Facts:
- here, all residents have parking near their house

Housefellow: Mat Petrin

“E3U where the specialty is not just in the housing”

Jane Addams House

est. 1936

Current Info:
Population: 110 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $2264.98
Governor: Whitney Longworth
Senator: Erika Berlinghof
Adoptees: Dean Wallerson, Malcolm Chase

Fun Facts:
- We have a dining hall on the 1st floor, but we can’t eat there on the weekend.
- We used to have a bike room.
- We now have a monster quad that used to be a bike room.
- The 4th floor has lots of girls (it’s an all female floor).
- We are connected to the dorm that has broken fire alarms that go off at anytime, generally when you are in the shower.

Housefellow: Tophor Grossman

“Don’t hate ‘cause we still got our common room”
Blackstone House

**Current Info:**
- **Population:** 61 residents
- **Dorm Damages Last Year:** $740.51
- **Governor:** Nick Sullivan
- **Senator:** Owen Kloter
- **Adoptees:** Jon Burton, Eleni Mosher

**Fun Facts:**
- Built in 1914, one of the oldest dorms on campus
- 26 athletes including 5 dancers
- We are the closest dorm to the hottest girls on campus
- We get to go to sleep to the soothing buzz of Hale Laboratory
- We are a substance-free house, though not all residents live a substance-free lifestyle

**Housefellow:** Libby Kennedy

“Our rack up our dorm damages sober....BOO-YEAH!!!”

Katherine Blunt House

**Current Info:**
- **Population:** 115 residents
- **Dorm Damages Last Year:** $1720.28
- **Governor:** Sylvia Chen
- **Adoptees:** Felicity Melillo and Tim Hansen

**Fun Facts:**
- Home to Coffee Grounds, open Sunday through Thursday
- Linked to Larabee through the infamous tunnel
- Closest dorm to "all major food destinations" (aka Harris and Cro)
- Reigning silver medalist of Camelympics, coming back for the gold
- Currently fighting a well-organized infiltration of squirrels

**Housefellow:** Lindsey Andrews

“If you lived here, you’d be home by now.”

Branford House

**Current Info:**
- **Population:** 81 residents
- **Dorm Damages Last Year:** $841.20
- **Governor:** Chris Bodnar
- **Adoptees:** Gene Gallagher, Dane from Campus Safety

**Fun Facts:**
- 1st floor is all male
- 3rd floor is all female except for 1 male double (luckiest guys on earth?)
- Prime location midway between classes and Harris, and right across the road from the library.
- One of the first houses built on campus
- Originally had a large green outside the door where the road is now.

**Housefellow:** Dov Markowitz

“Like my daddy used to say: Location, location, location!”

Burdick House

**Current Info:**
- **Population:** 61 residents
- **Dorm Damages Last Year:** $535.44
- **Governor:** Ellen Richardson
- **Adoptees:** Harold Juli, Lori Balantic

**Fun Facts:**
- We have a large international population including students from Bulgaria, Mongolia, Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nepal
- The architecture studio is located in Burdick
- We get people visiting Smith wandering the halls of Burdick because they lost their way and don’t know which dorm they are in or how to get out.
- Our newly remodeled bathrooms are so nice that residents from Smith come over for them

**Housefellow:** Lizzie Fox

“Burdick is the shhhhhhhhhhhhh!”
DORM GUIDE 2004

Harrison Freeman House
est. 1937

Current Info:
Population: 114 residents
Governor: Andrew McCullough
Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto

Fun Facts:
- Basement and fourth floor are all girls
- First floor (minus the housefloor) are all boys
- Vegetarian cafeteria on the ground floor, however it is closed on the weekends

Housefellow: Katie Chisholm

"Live free...man!"
or
"Everything is greener down South."

Edith and Alice Hamilton House
est. 1961

Current Info:
Population: 98 residents
Governor: Scott Faber
Adoptees: Patton, Tyron

Fun Facts:
- Houses members from the Men’s and Women’s Hockey, Soccer, Basketball and Lacrosse teams
- Home to all of the cold blooded students on campus
- Has been mistaken for abstract art
- Citizens known to extend stays for multiple years

Housefellow: Joel Malebranche

"If you don’t like it here, then get the *bleep* out...and go buy us some space heaters."

Mary Harkness House
est. 1934

Current Info:
Population: 108 residents
Governor: Emma Haritos
Adoptees: Sung Ching, Dean Milestone

Fun Facts:
- Our front lawn is the varsity sport field.
- Our residence hall has the most windows broken by lacrosse balls.
- We have a chapel named after us (not to mention our own personal mansion and beach)
- They built a new path for us this summer so we don’t have to walk in the mud by Winged Victory.

Housefellow: Jim Folger

"They first took our common room, then they took our small dining area, and when you don’t think they could take anything else, they are gonna close our dining hall next semester. But it’s ok, because we still have the best residence hall on campus."

Knowlton House
est. 1925

Current Info:
Population: 54 residents
Governor: Ross Jordan
Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter

Fun Facts:
- Our dining hall has language tables, we speak at them.
- The first floor used to be a ballroom.
- We know how to curse in at least 10 different languages.
- Knowlton has the biggest rooms on campus (we get more for our money!)
- On the weekends, come and watch our dodgeball games in the 1st floor hallway.
- Most difficult dorm on campus to photograph (courtesy of our Photo Department)

Housefellow: Nikki Lew

"Come and eat in Knowlton! We have the best ice cream selection on campus!"

"Fun Facts:"
- Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto
- Population: 114 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $1603.97
- Governor: Andrew McCullough
- Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto

"Adoptees: Patton, Tyron"

"Houselellow: Joel Malebranche"

"If you don’t like it here, then get the *bleep* out...and go buy us some space heaters."

"Fun Facts:"
- Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter
- Population: 54 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $624.07
- Governor: Ross Jordan
- Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter

"Houselellow: Nikki Lew"

"Come and eat in Knowlton! We have the best ice cream selection on campus!"

"Fun Facts:"
- Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto
- Population: 114 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $1603.97
- Governor: Andrew McCullough
- Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto

"Adoptees: Patton, Tyron"

"Houselellow: Joel Malebranche"

"If you don’t like it here, then get the *bleep* out...and go buy us some space heaters."

"Fun Facts:"
- Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter
- Population: 54 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $624.07
- Governor: Ross Jordan
- Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter

"Houselellow: Nikki Lew"

"Come and eat in Knowlton! We have the best ice cream selection on campus!"
**Allen B. Lambdin House**  
est. 1964

**Current Info:**  
Population: 75 residents  
Dorm Damages Last Year: $1499.65  
Governor: Marissa Yarbrow  
Adoptee: Teja Ganti, Wuyke

**Fun Facts:**  
The Best Fishermen on Campus  
The second floor is actually the first floor  
"Group Art" themed apartment near Hamilton...come to their events  
GAME ROOM  
We own our own grill  
Housefellow: Paige Diamond

"The 2004-2005 Lambdin community is like no other!"

---

**Larrabee House**  
est. 1957

**Current Info:**  
Population: 123 residents  
Dorm Damages Last Year: $1712.25  
Governor: Marissa Yarbrow  
Senator: Chakaanetsa Zaranyika  
Adoptees: Dean Kowal  
Governor: Ali Calia  
Senator: Steve Leone  
Adoptees: Teja Ganti, Wuyke

**Fun Facts:**  
The Biggest house on campus with the tallest Housefellow (almost 64').  
Lays claim to half of the tunnel, connected to K.B. (with the shortest Housefellow) on the other side.  
Larrabee green is the most central, and is great for almost everything - sun-bathing to snowmen, poster sales to (take over Cro) parties.  
Even financial aid prefers Larrabee.

Housefellow: Jacob Stebel

"Yo! Larrabee. We're bigger, stronger, and you just can't beat living here!"

---

**S. Ralph Lazrus House/Warnshuis**  
est. 1964

**Current Info:**  
Population: 97 residents  
Dorm Damages Last Year: $346.45  
Governor: Will Harper  
Senator: Chakaanetsa Zaranyika  
Adoptee: Dean Kowal

**Fun Facts:**  
We are home to year round residents, international students, exchange students, transfer students, and the school vice-president (and many other active college members).  
We represent six different countries.  
We have divorced ourselves from Team X (although we still have much love)  
Closest relations with dorm repair employees  
Housefellow: Sarah Tacy

"Small rooms, big hearts"

---

**Benjamin T. Marshall House**  
est. 1961

**Current Info:**  
Population: 97 residents  
Dorm Damages Last Year: $7592.56  
Governor: Ali Calia  
Senator: Steve Leone  
Adoptees: Prof Kamarad, Art and Dunny from Harris

**Fun Facts:**  
We are the farthest from Cummings, but we can still go to meals in our PJs on the weekends...when it's snowing.  
Has one of the highest resident retention rates. You can't punch holes in our walls, they're cinderblocks.  
One of the most popular places for kegs...and campus safety  
Housefellow: Sarah Fleet

"Don't knock it 'til you rock it"
Mary Foulke Morrison House

Current Info:
- Population: 106 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $1995.09
- Governor: Ianthe Hensman
- Adoptee: Office Mike and Toni from the Snack Shop

Fun Facts:
- Most likely to have a door propped (hopefully getting a new call box on the south door)
- Best way to meet people in the dorm: burn your popcorn in one of our floor common rooms
- Claim to fame: "fire drill social" in the lot next to Morrisson

Housefellow: Amanda Calkins

Everybody likes to get down in Moto-town!

Plant House

Current Info:
- Population: 68 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48
- Governor: Kathleen Callaghan
- Adoptee: Theresa Ammirati

Fun Facts:
- Perfectly located in the middle of everything
- Provides a community that has the potential to become very close knit
- All freshmen girls in the basement
- The HP suite is situated right in the middle so that its right in the middle of the community
- Other than off to the side like many of the larger dorms
- Very acoustically situated so that nothing is going on in the dorm that is undetectable

Housefellow: Jennifer Ludgin

"We have the view of the south dorms, the location of the central dorms, and are in close proximity to all the dining halls on campus...all without the out of control dorm damages of the big dorms. Now who says the best things don’t come in smaller packages?"

Rosemary Park House

Current Info:
- Population: 89 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48
- Governor: Larissa Vasquez
- Adoptee: David Canton

Fun Facts:
- Named after the 5th president of Conn
- Will use "Park it here" as their Camelympics slogan 9 times out of 10
- Most secluded alcoves in the new plex for those seeking complete privacy
- Great parking for all ages

Housefellow: Linas Krisciunas

"If you’ve come to visit us, you’re probably still trying to find you’re way out"

Grace Smith House

Current Info:
- Population: 73 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $134.56
- Governor: Jeremy Moore
- Senator: Enka Cohen

Fun Facts:
- Smith dining hall is all the good of Harris without the wait
- 1st floor has the highest ceilings of any dorm except for Knowlton
- The top two floors, although sub free, are louder than Wickersham, and KB
- We lost our common room, but not our spirit!
- Front phone is the most annoying frisbee golf hole on campus (to second floor residents, anyway)

Housefellow: Jesse Fink

"Half sub free, and still keepin’ it gangster"
DORM GUIDE 2004

Windham House
est. 1933

- Current Info:
  - Population: 103 residents
  - Dorm Damages Last Year: $2454.46
  - Governor: Joe Higgins
  - Senator: AJ Hanson

- Fun Facts:
  - Has had the most number of Kegs since the beginning of the year and Kegs are presently reserved two weeks in advance.
  - Winner of the 2002 Camelympics and is all set to win again!

House Fellow: Sarmad Asif

House Fellow: Kristen Holzer

“No comment.”

Elizabeth C. Wright House
est. 1961

- Current Info:
  - Population: 77 residents
  - Dorm Damages Last Year: $3254.50
  - Governor: Laura Irizarry-Garcia

- Fun Facts:
  - Only Pikes dorm with a sub-free floor
  - The only dorm whose name lends itself to a plethora of possibilities for Camelympics apparel
  - Extreme proximity to the MOBROC barn allows for consistent nighttime tunes and entertainment
  - A variety of residents from Nepal to California!

House Fellow: Kristen Holzer

“'There's not truth, only interpretation.' Nietzsche... But when you're Wright, you're Right!”

THIS MONDAY,
LEARN HOW YOU CAN LEAD THE MOVEMENT TO END EDUCATIONAL INEQUITY.

Monday, October 4, 8:00 pm • Cro’s Nest
with alumni guest speakers Trinity Broderick, '02 and Gretchen Spear, '02

Students In Low-Income Areas 7 Times Less Likely To Graduate From College Than High-Income Peers

OUR GENERATION MUST TAKE ON THIS ISSUE.

TEACHFORAMERICA
www.teachforamerica.org

For individuals of all academic majors and career interests. Full salary and health benefits.
Top Ten Rejected Camelympics Events

10. Beirut
9. DDR (Dance Dance Revolution)
8. Cook-off using recycled hot-line food
7. Walk-off (Zoolander style)
6. Plex maze (get from Marshall to Hamilton without leaving the building)
5. Water-skiing on the Thames
4. Cock fight!
3. Skunk punting
2. College Voice typo search
1. The Synchronized collar pop

Think you have what it takes to write the Top Ten? E-mail your ideas to ccvoice@conncoll.edu and check the fun page to see if you made the cut.

Camel Close-Up

For all you people who keep complaining that the camel close-up is too easy, try this one on for size, and no hint this week. Keep sending your guesses to ccvoice@conncoll.edu to see if you've got what it takes. Last week's camel close-up was the cup holder in Harris. We got some responses, but none of them were funny enough to print.

Camel Curiosities

The diet of camels: Grasses, juicy plants, leaves, branches, grains and dates. If forced by hunger they will eat fish, flesh, skins and bones. They thrive on salty plants that are wholly rejected by other mammals. Camels are said to need halophytes in their diet and will lose weight if they are lacking.

Source: Toronto Zoo

Quoteable Camels

This week our roving reporter went out in search of students ready and ready for Camelympics. The question: What Camelympic moment are you most anticipating?

Senior: Anonymous
"Getting trashed and winning gold."

Sophomore: Caeli Rubens
"I'm excited for dorm fashion."

Junior: Anna Kaiper
"Camelympics is, like, totally camel awesome!"

Freshman: Danny Keiser
"I can't wait to see North Campus get obliterated."

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more alteration.
Women's Tennis Continues Upswing

By YONI FREEMAN
MANAGING EDITOR
Conn's women's tennis team last weekend managed to ... it/ldno, he's not juiced up. Plus, it could be the last hurrah for Widdoes.

Women's soccer has also been m

Although the season has started... It was the year of the Cubs or

That's right, bull pen clearing brawl at some point 18. Why the Cubs will win it all:

... and experience is really... Conn's next match-up was Thoeresz with just over five minutes... The first half saw the Camels

In the doubles, Demoureille and following it in the future, fans will be deterred from... What troubles me is that fans have too many rights.

Doyers fans.

As I look into my crystal ball, wouldn't it?

The other player in the doubles

Cross Country Teams Compete in Jumbo Invitational at Tufts University

By Will Tomlin
GET A MOVE ON!

Camel of The Week: Dylan Matzen '06

The sport of water polo has been steadily increasing in popularity at Conn over the past few years, thanks to the development of the men's and women's teams. The teams have a very strong freshmen contingent, and they are led by senior co-captain Lisa Steckmest '08 all competitive at the highest levels of their respective sports.

Women's soccer has also been making strides this season. The team has a very solid partner with Amanda is a very solid partner with Barry and an awesome pitching staff, and a

The Camels, since the ITA northeast regionals last month, have a very strong freshmen contingent, and they are led by senior co-captain Lisa Steckmest '08 all competitive at the highest levels of their respective sports.

In the doubles, Demoureille and following it in the future, fans will be deterred from... What troubles me is that fans have too many rights.

Although the season has started... It was the year of the Cubs or

... and experience is really... Conn's next match-up was Thoeresz with just over five minutes... The first half saw the Camels

In the doubles, Demoureille and following it in the future, fans will be deterred from... What troubles me is that fans have too many rights.

Although the season has started... It was the year of the Cubs or

... and experience is really... Conn's next match-up was Thoeresz with just over five minutes... The first half saw the Camels

Doyers fans.

As I look into my crystal ball, wouldn't it?

The other player in the doubles...
SPORTS

Camel Soccer Squads Hug Hot Patch

Field Hockey Notches First Win in Overtime

The past week has been a tough one for the Camel soccer teams. One of the few highlights for Camel soccer fans this fall has been senior captain Jon Kitchens, who has many of the games close with brilliant saves and steady goalkeeping. On Saturday, Camel traveled to Lewiston, Maine for an afternoon contest against Bates College. Prior to the match, Kitchens had recorded an astounding 23 saves in his last two starts. Again, the Camels were unable to break into the scoring column, but the Camels (1-5, 0-0) finished the game with a win.

People's Choice

The offense seemed to be fighting the tide of fate for all of last season. Their gọi down, and inaccurately thrown, but who threw the bottle was sitting. Neither fans realize that their team can afford extraordinary restraint at any moment. To say Milton Bradley has a temper is an understatement, and within reach.

The offense seemed to be fighting the tide of fate for all of last season. Their gọi down, and inaccurately thrown, but who threw the bottle was sitting. Neither fans realize that their team can afford extraordinary restraint at any moment. To say Milton Bradley has a temper is an understatement, and within reach. The offense seemed to be fighting the tide of fate for all of last season. Their gọi down, and inaccurately thrown, but who threw the bottle was sitting. Neither fans realize that their team can afford extraordinary restraint at any moment. To say Milton Bradley has a temper is an understatement, and within reach.